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This is a Global Player Original Podcast.
On newsagents USA, Donald Trump is three indictments down, and who knows, there's a fourth
indictment
apparently about to land in Georgia.
But his defenders, the faithful, are untouched by this, unmoved by it.
They think that it's all a terrible conspiracy, got up by a weaponized Department of Justice.
I've been speaking to the man who was Donald Trump's priest, his pastor, during the four
years that he was president, and I asked him whether everyone is innocent until proven
guilty.
The real question you should be asking is this, why is it that the Joe Biden crime family
who has actively been investigated, that the same time that the House committee is hearing
testimony about Joe Biden's robbery case, is that the same time that President Trump
has been hit with indictment?
You cannot ignore the timing that is happening.
That's why American people are not being swayed by the indictments of Donald Trump, because
they see that Biden's DOJ has been used to create America as a banana Republican, and
they won't stop until they try to stop Donald Trump from becoming the president.
Can I just ask you a yes-no question?
Yes.
Do you believe that everyone is innocent until proven guilty?
Yes.
So why do you call it the Joe Biden crime family?
Because it's clear that they're guilty.
It is clear that they're guilty.
We have testimonies.
And we also hear from a confidant of Joe Biden about the way Biden needs to face the challenge
of Donald Trump, and the threat that Donald Trump continues to pose.
Available tonight on Global Player.
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